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Dani is a USA Today Bestselling
Author of seductive, and at times,
dark romance. She lives in the
picturesque city of Cape Town
where wine is plenty and the views
are spectacular. She’s also a proud
member of the Romance Writer’s
Organization of South Africa
(ROSA). When she’s not writing,
she can be found binge-watching
the latest TV series, or working on
graphic design. She has a healthy
addiction to reading, tattoos,
coffee, and ice cream.
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BOOKS

Books List
Dani writes in a variety of genres, but tends to lean to the grittier, darker side of romance. But that does not mean she
doesn’t dabble in the contemporary, or even the erotic. Find her book list below. She’s published in KU as well as wide,
along with audio, as well as upcoming translations that will be available soon.

Author Collections
Deviant (Black Mountain Academy) - Coming Soon
While She Sleeps (Dirty Heroes Collection)
Beautifully Brutal (Cavalieri Della Morte)
Malignus (Inferno World Novella)
Kingston (Four Fathers Series)
Brock (Four Sons Series)

Author Worlds
Only One Night (Lady Boss Press - Kristen Proby)
It’s Never Easy (Lady Boss Press - Kristen Proby)
Brazen Bachelor (Cocky Hero World - Vi Keeland & Penelope Ward)
Fractured (Salvation Society World - Corinne Michaels)
Traction (Driven World - K. Bromberg - KB Worlds)

Co-written
Cursed in Love (collaboration with Cora Kenborn)
Cursed Angels (collaboration with Anna Edwards)
Sunshine and the Stalker (collaboration with K Webster)

Stand Alones
Choosing the Hart
Love Beyond Words
Cuffed
Fragile Innocence
Perfectly Flawed
Black Light: Obsessed
Among Ash and Ember
Within Me (Limited Time)
How the Mind Breaks

Devils & Knights Series
The Devil’s Plaything (Book 1)

Thornes & Roses
A Cut so Deep (Book 1)

Novellas
His Temptation
Austin’s Christmas Shortcake
Taking Her Punishment (Newsletter Exclusive)
Tempting Grayson
In the Arms of Hades
Pierced Ink (Carina Press)
Madd Ink (Carina Press)

Gilded Sovereign Series
Cruel War (Book #1)
Volatile Love (Book #2)

Books List
Dani writes in a variety of genres, but tends to lean to the grittier, darker side of romance. But that does not mean she
doesn’t dabble in the contemporary, or even the erotic. Find her book list below. She’s published in KU as well as wide,
along with audio, as well as upcoming translations that will be available soon.
Sins of Seven Series
Kneel (Book #1)
Obey (Book #2)
Indulge (Book #3)
Ruthless (Book #4)
Bound (Book #5)
Envy (Book #6)
Vice (Book #7)

The Stolen Series
Stolen
Severed

Broken Series
Broken by Desire
Shattered by Love

The Backstage Series
CALLUM
LIAM
RYAN

Forbidden Series
From the Ashes - A Prequel
Crave (Book #1)
Covet (Book #2)
Ache (Book #3) - coming 2021

PRAISE
reviews

Reviews for just a handful of Dani’s books
THE DEVIL’S PLAY THING
“The Devil’s Plaything is a mind blowing read full of everything dark romance and mafia lovers want in a book.”
- Digital Dirty Girl Book Blog
“This is everything I expected from Rene’s work - Intense, Suspenseful, A touch twisted”
- Joyfree (Amazon review)
“A compelling, dark read with an implacable anti-hero and a vulnerable heroine who remains strong and resolute against immeasurable odds.”
- Sheena (Amazon review)
“The Devil’s Plaything by Dani René was a steamy, dangerous and fascinating adventure. A perfect mafia romance with blood, sweat and tears.”
- PP’s Bookshelf (Amazon review)

FRAGILE INNOCENCE
“It’s explosive scorching hotness. But it’s also heartbreaking and gut wrenching.”
- Hanan (Goodreads Reviewer)
“A cohesive story, packed with emotion. A winning combination.”
- The Reading Cat
“It isn’t an easy story to read no this author doesn’t do those kinds of reads. It is ugly, it is brutal as she does so well.”
- Teri (Goodreads Reviewer)

KNEEL
“Wow. This book is beautiful in a rough around the edges, raw, carnal, way. It will rip you open and make you feel so much.” - The Reading Cat
“If you think all BDSM stories are the same you couldn’t be more wrong, Kneel brings you to a whole new level.” - Tre (Goodreads Reviewer)
“This book completely sucked me in, stripped me bare and put me back together again.” - Wendy (Goodreads Reviewer)

A CUT SO DEEP
“With a Cut So Deep, Dani took me on a hell of a ride. The dirty secrets and the jaw dropping twists were perfection.”
- Award Winning Author, India R. Adams
“Dani knocked this one out of the park. She tackles sensitive topics but she deals with them with grace.” - Author, D.L. Gallie
“A very unique romance story.” - Debra (Janise’s Jivin’ Book Blog)
“Dani gives us a heartbreakingly beautiful story of fighting the demons within our soul and finding where we belong after being lost for so long.”
- Andrea (Bookaholic Sisters Blog)
“I have been in a bit of a book funk lately and A Cut So Deep snapped me right out of it! I loved these characters so much.”
- Amber (Leave Me Alone I’m Reading)

CRUEL WAR
“This book was one hell of a ride and kept me on my toes all the way through. The suspense, the mystery, the hatred, the betrayal, the lust, the heat, the obsession,
the need, the f**king angst...” - The Sassy Nerd Blog
“There was humor, fear, danger, mystery and darkness. Above all, it was a war between TRUTH AND LIES! LOVE AND HATE! Ares and Dahlia were truly
stunning. I am so excited for Book 2. Come on time, roll over!!” - Rukayia M.
“You guys this is definitely a 5*️ read! I totally recommend it! Buckle up for all the suspense and intenseness!” - Nikita’s Book Reviews
“I can trust Dani René blindly when it comes to delivering a twisted, violent, angsty and passionate story. And Cruel War proved that hundred percent.”
- PP’s Bookshelf
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Head over to my website for more information.
www.danirene.com

